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Bangla WordNet Development Challenges and Solutions 
Kamrul Hayder, Naira Khan, and Mumit Khan 
Center for Research on Bangla Language Processing 
BRAC University 
Abstract 
We describe the initial design of Bangla WordNet (BWN), based on the English WordNet 2.2 
distribution from Princeton University. Our goal is to develop a 5,000 entry Bangla WordNet 
over the next two years. At present, we are focusing on translating the English Ontology, and 
so far have created about 250 entries. We describe some of the challenges and potential 
solutions to these challenges in creating the basic WordNet structure, as well as in mapping the 
senses from English. 
Introduction 
The rapid pace of development of WordNet for various languages has produced a significant 
body of language regarding the challenges of such development, with solutions to some of 
these challenges. Recent work on Hindi and Bangla (Narayan, et. al., 2002; Annam, et. al., 
2003) has cleared some of hurdles of developing a WordNet for a Indo-Aryan language. Our 
design of Bangal WordNet is based on Princeton WordNet (PWN: Fellbaum, 1998). The major 
challenges include translating and mapping the base concepts from PWN, and then building up 
the synsets for Bangla. The selection of the synsets will be based on frequency. 
Base Concept Translation 
The base concept translation is at this point the primary challenge. We have used a team of 2 
linguists who are focusing on translating the base concepts before moving on to the word 
selection phase. However, we should note that translating the base concepts do add a 
significant number of words/synsets to BWN, which may not be included in the high frequency 
set of words to be included in the BWN. The base concept translations are shown below. 
Abstract  entity (-
)  
=>-
 (Abstract  entity)।   ( )     
। 
Abstraction ()  
=> (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 
$% * +$ 
)" 
$% $%। 
Angiosperm, flowering plant (),))) )  
=>),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , 
(0*1 )21 '। 
 
Apple, orchard apple tree(3) 
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4. 3 (=>&(3$ 06%7(8 93$ ,8 8 ) :#$*1 ;3$ 21 0- <$$ 
)6।  $  =$ > - Malus pumila । 
?. 3 ( #- 93। 
 
Apple tree (3 )6,1))) )  




             =>@
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >।  
Celestial body (*1 A), heavenly body 
=>*1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
Cloud (&B) 
=>&B (Cloud)। )*8 (8
  6C%$ (1  3) 
"। 
Cognition, Knowledge (>),noesis 
            =>> (Cognition, Knowledge) :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393।  
Collection (
K3), aggregation, accumulation, assemblage  

K3  (collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage)। 0- L1$ 3(0 




Content (03G) Content, cognitive content, mental object) 
            =>03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
Deity, divinity, god, immortal (*P) 
        =>*P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
Earth ()'))) ) 
)' (earth)। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 )1।  : F $ 
 $।  
edible nut (06%7(8 S-&T3
 ,) 
06%7(8 S-&T3
 , (edible nut)। 06%7(8 *U
  /
3 /* +$ ) S-
&T3
 ,।  $ $/* ' V1  HW$  &T
   
Entity (
)  
           =>
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  ,W)।     
Fruit (93)                                                
=>93 (Fruit) । ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
Fruit tree (93 )6))) ) 
=>93 )6 (fruit tree)। 06%7(8 93 <1 )6। 
Galaxy, extragalactic nebula ((83]) 
=>(83] (galaxy, extragalactic nebula)। (&,8$^>) 6 I$  = 
K3। _ 
6  / $  / 3%7P &= &= I$ &7 &  =।  
Gramineous plant (@8 #- #[) 
=>@8 # - #[ (gramineous plant)। <1 
$^ # - V, V3, F`7P, B 

a b7P a । 
Greek deity (F 
) 
=>F 
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=>3 (group)।   







Herb (a), herbaceous plant 




 8f 1। 
Hindu deity (g 
) 
=>g 
 (Hindu deity)। g$ +$ , 
। 
Jovian planet, gas giant ((8
1 ) F) 
=>(8
1 ) F (Jovian planet, gas giant)। &
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) 
(8
1 ()i$ ) H$= F$ &7 &  =। 
Jupiter ()i))) ) 
)i (Jupiter)। 
H1 W  / 
$8$  &' j F।  $ k3 #F ।  $ 0$ 
 = *$ #l3 A 
 )" 1। 
Living thing (,Z A ), animate thing  
,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
             
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)। 
Mars (m3), Red Planet (33 F)) 
m3 (Mars),  = 6C 33H F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 H'   / )' &' n n 
T3 &HT &T 71।  $ #$3 &3h-
)I T, ' +$ ) '$ $%  $   $o 368 
$ 71।  
Mercury ( ) 
 (Mercury)। 
$8$ 
H1 $  / 
H1 &= F। 
Moon (HUUUU ) 
 =>HU (moon)। )'$ <) #F। 
 
Natural object (<) 368A) 
 =><) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
Natural phenomenon (<) <;) 
 =><) <; (Natural phenomenon)। ) 1   
3 <;।  
Nebula ($) 
=>$ (nebula)।Zp*1 *82 $, *3 (8
1  (< :q,)  / 
3%$ &B। 
Neptune (&H ) 
 &H (Neptune)। 
4.=>L$%$ 317P *3$ F; 
$8 &' 
H1 $  : (8
1 8$ F=, 
2$ H$ "। 
?. => (&$ $%), 







$% W *P &T3
7P ,। 
Nut tree (S-&T3
-, )6))) ) 
=>S-&T3
-, )6  (nut tree) । 06%7(8 S-&T3
-, ,. )6। 
Object, physical object (368A)  
       =>1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < 
$।             
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Organism (,
), being  
,
 (Organism, being)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
।  
Phenomenon (<;)                
=><; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 
<; 3- :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
Physical entity ( 
)  
            => 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
Physical phenomenon ( <;) 






 4.=>F, < F (Planet, major planet)। 
(&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) 
*1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। 
#3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 F BW$ U=$ $  
$8 <6% $। 
?.=>F (Planet)। 6 &E $    #F 8 &7 & *1 368A।  
Plant (#[) flora, plant life 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
 
Plant organ (#[m) 
           =>#[m (Plant organ) #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
Plant part (#[/*), plant structure 
=>#[/* (Plant part, plant structure) । #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
Pluto (v=) 
4. =>v= (Pluto)। 
$8 &' 
H1 $  / 6C F।  88 F$ 31  $ 6' &* 
#)$। 4xyz {:r =#  : F |$ $।  
?. =>(F $%) <H F &h$%  - 3$ &। : 3 ,#
$ 0:  / 

9- $ Y। 
Process, physical process (<t1,  <t1) 
=><t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  $ 
t*1 t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
 
Psychological feature (J L1)  




Physical phenomenon ( <;) 





Reproductive structure (<, m-
/2) 
           <, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m। 
Roman deity (&$ 
) 
=>&$ 
 (Roman deity)। <H &$$ 
$ +$ , 
। 
Satellite (#F) 
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=>#F (Satellite)। & F  6 $ *1 A। 
Saturn (*) 
4. =>L$% 1 (S = 
$ 
E 31 +$   = 
) F। 
$8$ 
 &'  $ 2 LV।  $ _ #F । 
 ?. =>(g $%)।  38%$ &। 
$8$ e$




8= (Saturn) (&$ $%) )L  / #[$ &। F $% : &t
  $H।  
Seed (,) 
          =>, (Seed) । 6C *P 93। 
 
Solid (S) 
=>S (Solid)। 6$ 
$%  R H 7 S 21 '।           
spermatophyte, phanerogam, seed plant (,,) 
        =>,, (spermatophyte, phanerogam, seed plant)। ,, #[, &i$ &' ,. 
।                      
Spiritual being (8s 
), supernatural being 
           => 8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
Star (6) 
=>6 (Star)। #O (8
1 #$%$ 
)" *1 A, 08Z$% $% t1$ 8 
*P $% $। 
A (Substance) 
=>A (Substance)। <% A, 7$ 0$   / ,1( T3 $। 
superior planet (p6'  F)  
=>p6'  F (superior planet)। )'$ 6'$ :$ 2,   6' *" &7 
& F। 
Terrestrial planet ('  F) 
=>' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$ 
 U=
U= '$। 
Tree ()6))) ) 
 )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[। 
Universe (@), existence, creation, world, cosmos, macrocosm)  
=>@ (universe)।
, 7$ &7 2  ।    
Uranus (:#$
) 
     4. =>(F $%), Y($ &। <H &h$%  - &(1$   / Y।  / =:=$ । 
     ?. =>L$%$ 317P  = ) F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 
O।  $ $o 3-
,।  $ _ 
#F । 
 
Vascular plant (0N3$ #[ ), tracheophyte 
=>0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    




$8$ +1 = F। )' &'  : F &T 71। &0$$ tF 
‘$’  / 
8$ tF ‘
8$’ 3 1।    
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Vine ($1) 
=>$1 (Vine) $% #7(,   
0 <
$%7(8 $3^-b*" #[। 
Walnut (T$=) 
=>(। Juglans (%$ 0- <,$ )6$ &7 &  =। 
=>,। 0-  <,$ T$= ($  &7 &  =$ &UH + S &T3
7P ,। 
Whole, unit  (
F)  
=>
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
Woody plant, ligneous plant (V1 #[ )  






/2> (Morphology) ।,>$ &7 *T1 <%  #[$ m-<8m 1 




Wordnet -- (the branch of biology that deals with the structure of animals and 
plants) 
 
,>$ &7 *T1 <%  #[$ m-<8m 1 3H $ 1। 
The following shows the BWN entries, showing the original entries from PWN. 
 
03G (Content, cognitive content, mental object) 
Wordnet -- (the sum or range of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned) 
 
           , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
              > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




           (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




            -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।        
    
  : Sense 5 
 
3g (allamanda) 
Wordnet -- (a plant of the genus Allamanda having large showy funnel-shaped 
flowers in terminal cymes) 
Allamanda (%$  = #[।  $ $1 ,3 93 $$ 93। > - 
Allamanda cathartica। 
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    $1 (vine)। $% #7(,   
0 <
$%7(8 $^3-b*" #[। 
    0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




T (Sugarcane, sugar cane, Saccharum officinarum)     
Wordnet-- (tall tropical southeast Asian grass having stout fibrous jointed stalks; 
sap is a chief source of sugar) 
 
Fb31 6%-$^  *1$ B, 23, U*7P  /  (U=7P )%।  $ $
 H$ 
 UH3।   $ 
> - Saccharum officinarum । 
 
@8 #- #[ (gramineous plant)। <1 
$^ # - V, V3, F`7P, B 
a b7P 
a । 
   a (Herb, herbaceous plant)। H$21 V3 b #[;  $ &* ($ 93, 
d, 
H
$ eL  

 8f 1। 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  






Wordnet -- (any of various trees of the genus Juglans) 
Juglans (%$ 0- <,$ )6$ &7 &  =। 
 
   S-&T3
-, )6  (nut tree) । 06%7(8 S-&T3
-, ,. )6। 
       ),  (angiosperms)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 )21 '।  
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          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[। 
             V1 #[ (woody plant)। *P3Q7P  V1 #[ । 
                 0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                    ),। 
         #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
           ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
              ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
     1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
      
?। T$=  ($ ,।  
(nut of any of various walnut trees having a wrinkled two-lobed seed with a hard 
shell)  
 
0-  <,$ T$= ($  &7 &  =$ &UH + S &T3
7P ,।  
   06%7(8 S-&T3
 , (edible nut)।06%7(8 *U
  /
3 /* +$ ) S-&T3
 ,। 
 $  
          $/* ' V1  HW$  &T
।   
      S-&T3
-, (nut)। 
$% W *P &T3
7P ,। 
        , (Seed) । 6C *P 93। 
      93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




m$   (Grape, grapevine) 
4. 
Wordnet -- (any of numerous woody vines of genus Vitis bearing clusters of 
edible berries) 
Vitis (%$ Z( V3 $1 #[।   k$ 93 $।  $ <,$ 
/T8 _। 
   $1 (vine)। $% #7(,   
0 <
$%7(8 $^3-b*" #[। 
    0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
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#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




?. m$  3$ 93। 
        93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




 (custard apple, custard apple tree) 
4. ( 
Wordnet -- (any of several tropical American trees bearing fruit with soft edible 
pulp) 
     
   $$ Fb31 ;3$ $ *U
7P 06%7(8 93 (
$ &7 &  =।  
    93 )6 (fruit tree)। 06%7(8 93 <1 )6। 
      ),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 
)21  
                                                                            '। 
          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[।         
             V1 #[  (Woody plant, ligneous plant) । *P3Q7P  V1 #[। 
           0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                   ),। 
      #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
          ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
             ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
    1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
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                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
?. 93 
        93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





_L, a। *T7P   T8
;1 (rhizome)  / 3T(W ,1 7P b
)I  #[।  $ 
> - Zingiber officinale । 
         
   a (Herb, herbaceous plant)। H$21 V3 b #[;  $ &* ($ 93, 
d, 
H
$ eL  
          
 8f 1। 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





 (spiritual being) 
Wordnet--(an incorporeal being believed to have powers to affect the course of 
human events) 
 
           B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
             @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
               03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                 > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 
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             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 




$ *$ a ,1 #[ *L।  $ $1 $
3 06%7(8 /
3 /* ।  $ > 
- Ananas comosus । 
 
  a (Herb, herbaceous plant)। H$21 V3 b #[;  $ &* ($ 93, 
d, 
H
$      
    eL 
 8f 1। 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




3 (apple, orchard apple tree) 
4. 3 (। 
Wordnet -- (native Eurasian tree widely cultivated in many varieties for its firm 
rounded edible fruits) 
 
&(3$ 06%7(8 93$ ,8 8 ) :#$*1 ;3$ 21 0- <$$ )6।  $  =$ 
> - Malus pumila । 
   
   3 )6,1 (apple tree) ।  &(3$ 06%7(8 93    &7 & Malus (%$ )6। 
     93 )6 (fruit tree)। 06%7(8 93 <1 )6। 
      ),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 
)21  
                                                                            '। 
          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[।         
             V1 #[  (Woody plant, ligneous plant) । *P3Q7P  V1 #[। 
           0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                   ),। 
      #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
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          ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
             ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
    1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
?. 3 ( #- 93। 
        93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




3 )6,1 ))) (apple tree)  
wordnet-- (any tree of the genus Malus especially those bearing firm rounded 
edible fruits) 
 
     &(3$ 06%7(8 93    &7 & Malus (%$ )6 । 
     93 )6 (fruit tree)। 06%7(8 93 <1 )6। 
      ),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 
)21  
                                                                            '। 
          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[।         
             V1 #[  (Woody plant, ligneous plant) । *P3Q7P  V1 #[। 
           0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                   ),। 
      #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
          ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
             ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
    1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
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),  ))) (angiosperm, flowering plant)  
wordnet-- (plants having seeds in a closed ovary) 
 
     , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 )21 '। 
          ,, (spermatophyte, phanerogam, seed plant)। ,, #[, &i$ &' ,. ।                      
                 0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                    ),। 
         #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
           ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
              ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
     1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 (Mango) 
4.   (। )$$ H$$ 93 )6 *L।  $ > - Mangifera indica । 
      93 )6 (fruit tree)। 06%7(8 93 <1 )6। 
      ),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 
)21  
                                                                            '। 
          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[।         
             V1 #[  (Woody plant, ligneous plant) । *P3Q7P  V1 #[। 
           0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                   ),। 
      #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
          ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
             ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
    1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
?.   ( #-  $
3, /
3  / 06%7(8 93। 
        93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
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             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  








Wordnet - ((Greek mythology) god of the heavens; son and husband of Gaea and 
father of the Titans in ancient mythology) 
 
(F $%), Y($ &। <H &h$%  - &(1$   / Y।  / =:=$ । 
      F 
 (Greek deity)। <H F
 , 
।    
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
 
?.  
Wordnet -- (a giant planet with a ring of ice particles; the 7th planet 
from the sun has a blue-green color and many satellites; "Uranus was 
discovered by William Herschel in 1781") 
 
L$%$ 317P  = ) F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 
O।  $ $o 3-
,।  $ _ #F । 
“44 
3 #:31 *3 ) :#$
 |) 13”।  
 (8
1 ) F (Jovian planet, gas giant)। &
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) 
(8
1 ()i$ )F
$ &7 &  =। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 
F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
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                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life) 




    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




#[m (Plant organ) 
Wordnet-- (a functional and structural unit of a plant or fungus) 
 
            #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
    #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)। 
                   
 #[/* (Plant part, plant structure) 
Wordnet— (any part of a plant or fungus) 
 
#[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
         
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





Wordnet-- (any celestial body orbiting around a planet or star) 
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& F  6 $ *1 A। 
      *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
               
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 




Wordnet -- (a substance that is solid at room temperature and pressure) 
 
6$ 
$%  R H 7 S 21 '।           
A (Substance)। <% A, 7$ 0$   / ,1( T3 $। 
                  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  






 Wordnet --  (usually large hard-shelled seed) 
 
   
$% W *P &T3
7P ,।  
     , (Seed)। 6C *P 93। 
     93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





-, )6)))   (nut tree) 
 Wordnet --  (tree bearing edible nuts) 
 
   06%7(8 S-&T3
-, ,. )6। 
       ),  (angiosperms)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 )21 '।  
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          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[। 
             V1 #[ (woody plant)। *P3Q7P  V1 #[ । 
                 0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                    ),। 
         #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
           ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
              ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
     1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 




1 ))))  F (Jovian planet, gas giant)  
Wordnet-- (any of the four outermost planets in the solar system; much larger 
than Earth and gaseous in nature (like Jupiter)) 
 
&
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) (8
1 ()i$ ) H$= F$ &7 & 
 =। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 

3 F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
     *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 




Wordnet---- ((astronomy) any of the nine large celestial bodies in the solar system 
that revolve around the sun and shine by reflected light; Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto in order of their proximity to 
the sun; viewed from the constellation Hercules, all the planets rotate around the 
sun in a counterclockwise direction) 
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(&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) 
*1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। 
#3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 F BW$ U=$ $  
$8 <6% $। 
 
      *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
?.  
Wordnet-- (any celestial body (other than comets or satellites) that revolves 
around a star) 
 
6 &E $    #F 8 &7 & *1 368A।  
      *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 




 (Greek deity) 
Wordnet -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Greeks) 
 
         <H F
 , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।       
 
HUUUU  (moon) 
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wordnet -- (the natural satellite of the Earth; "the average distance to the moon is 
384,400 kilometers"; "men first stepped on the moon in 1969") 
 
)'$ <) #F। “HU$ (W $ y,zz 3=$”; 4xx 
3 L <' HU  
&$T3” 
   #F (Satellite)। & F  6 $ *1 A। 
      *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
               
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




,Z A (living thing, animate thing) 
wordnet -- (a living (or once living) entity) 
 
,Z 
 (  
1 ,Z 3) 
    1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < 
$।             
         
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
             
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




 (Organism, being)  
wordnet -- (a living thing that has (or can develop) the ability to act or function 
independently) 
 
             s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   
। 
        ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




(83] (galaxy), extragalactic nebula  
Wordnet--(astronomy) a collection of star systems; any of the billions of systems 
each having many stars and nebulae and dust; "`extragalactic nebula' is a former 
name for `galaxy'")  
 
(&,8$^>) 6 I$  = 
K3। _ 6  / $  / 3%7P &= &= I$ 
&7 &  =। “(83]$   3 $-1'1 $”   

K3  (collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage)। 0- L1$ 3(0 
  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       3 (group)।   







            (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।       
     
> (Cognition, Knowledge, noesis) 
wordnet -- (the psychological result of perception and learning and reasoning) 
 
:E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
              
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
 
3 (group, grouping) 
wordnet - (any number of entities (members) considered as a unit) 
 
  







        (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 
$% * +$ 
)" 
$% $%। 
          -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
              
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
    
 : Sense 1 
 
*P (Deity, divinity, god, immortal) 
Wordnet -- (any supernatural being worshipped as controlling some part of the 
world or some aspect of life or who is the personification of a force) 
 
@$ /**L  ,$ <8*-368 1Q% $  : @
 , &7 & <) 
, ' 
#
() & *P। 3 &7 & <) *P, 7  , <0 $   *P: 3- 
*P। 1 @
$ 




     8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J।                  
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
               03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                  > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 
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              -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
 <; (physical phenomenon) 
Wordnet-- (a natural phenomenon involving the physics of matter and energy) 
 
       ' >$ A  / *P$ 
' 
M)P <) <;। 
 <) <; (Natural phenomenon)। ) 1   
3 <;। 
<; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 
<; 3-  
                                 :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
      <t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  $ 
t*1 t- 
                                   $$ +$ H}  = 2।             
 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
   
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
 
 
 (Physical entity)  
wordnet -- (an entity that has physical existence) 
 
     
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  ,W)।     
 
6 (Star) 
Wordnet -- ((astronomy) a celestial body of hot gases that radiates energy derived 




)" *1 A, 08Z$% $% t1$ 8 *P $% $। 
        *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                 
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
$ (nebula) 
Wordnet --  (an immense cloud of gas (mainly hydrogen) and dust in interstellar 
space) 
 
Zp*1 *82 $, *3 (8
1  (< :q,)  / 3%$ &B। 
              &B (Cloud)। )*8 (8
  6C%$ (1  3) 
"। 
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           <) <; (Natural phenomenon)। ) 1   
3 <;। 
         <; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 
3 <;  
                             3- :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
<t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  
$ t*1  
t-$$ +$ H}  = 2।             
 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
   
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
&H  (Neptune) 
4.  
Wordnet--(a giant planet with a ring of ice particles; the 8th planet from the sun 
is the most remote of the gas giants; "the existence of Neptune was predicted from 
perturbations in the orbit of Uranus and it was then identified in 1846") 
 
L$%$ 317P *3$ F; 
$8 &' 
H1 $  : (8
1 8$ F=, 2$ 
H$ "। “:#$
$ 6'$ 1 &T &H F$  
M $% $ 13। $ 
4 
3   *P $ 1”)  
  
(8
1 ) F (Jovian planet, gas giant)। &
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) 
(8
1 ()i$ ) F
$ &7 &  =। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 
F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





Wordnet-- ((Roman mythology) god of the sea; counterpart of Greek Poseidon)  
(&$ $%), 




      &$ 
 (Roman deity)। <H &$$ 
$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 
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             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
$1 (vine) 
Wordnet -- (a plant with a weak stem that derives support from climbing, twining, 
or creeping along a surface) 
 
$% #7(,   
0 <
$%7(8 $^3-b*" #[। 
    $1 (vine)। $% #7(,   
0 <
$%7(8 $^3-b*" #[। 
    0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




'  F (terrestrial planet) 
Wordnet--  (a planet having a compact rocky surface like the Earth's; the four 
innermost planets in the solar system) 
 
   &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  U=
U= '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', m3, 
)i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 F BW$ 
U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
)')))  (earth) 
Wordnet-- (the 3rd planet from the sun; the planet we live on; "the Earth moves 
around the sun"; "he sailed around the world") 
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$8$  &'  $ 2 )1।  : F $ 
 $।  
  
     ' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  
U=
U= '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', m3, 
)i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 F BW$ 
U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।    
 
<t1,  <t1 (process, physical process) 
Wordnet -- (a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual changes through a 
series of states; "events now in process"; "the process of calcification begins later 
for boys than for girls") 
  
- <;  $ t*1 t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
   
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
 
<, m-
/2 (Reproductive structure)  
Wordnet-- (the parts of a plant involved in its reproduction) 
 
           <, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m। 
 #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




<; (Phenomenon)  
Wordnet--(any state or process known through the senses rather than by intuition 
or reasoning) 
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0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 <; 3- :E1F8 Y0, 
[  u$8, L1  A।  
<t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  
$ t*1  
             t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
       
 (entity)। YQ $H1 ।               
 
<) <;)))  (Natural phenomenon)  
  Wordnet -- (all phenomena that are not artificial) 
 
) 1   
3 <;।  
       <; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 
<; 3-  
                                 :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
<t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  
$ t*1  
             t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
            
 (entity)। YQ $H1 ।               
       
<))))  1-368A (Natural object) 
 wordnet-- (an object occurring naturally; not made by man) 
 
<) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
         
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 




Wordnet--(a small planet and the farthest known planet from the sun; has the 
most elliptical orbit of all the planets; "Pluto was discovered by Clyde Tombaugh 




H1 $  / 6C F।  88 F$ 31  $ 6' &* #)$। 4xyz 
{:r =#  : F |$ $।  
 
         p6'  F (superior planet)। )'$ 6'$ :$ 2,   6' *" &7 & 
F।             
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
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m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 
F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                       
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।   
?. Pluto, Hades, Aides, Aidoneus 
Wordnet-- ((Greek mythology) the god of the underworld in ancient mythology; 
brother of Zeus and husband of Persephone) 
 
(F $%) <H F &h$%  - 3$ &। : 3 ,#
$ 0:  / 

9- $ Y। 
 
       F 
 (Greek deity)। <H F
 , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।       
93 (Fruit) 
Wordnet-- (the ripened reproductive body of a seed plant) 
                                                 
,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
     <, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।                 
        #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
            #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
                <) 368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A, L8  1। 
                   
F (whole)। 
 21 
M% /*, 7 ) & 
$ /*  )' 
$H । 
                      368A (object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < $।             
                             
 (Physical entity)।   । 
                               
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
93 )6 ))) (fruit tree) 
Wordnet-- (the ripened reproductive body of a seed plant) 
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06%7(8 93 <1 )6 
      ),  (angiosperm, flowering plant)। , &' #-  ( ,.  / , (0*1 
)21  
                                                                            '। 
          )6 (Tree)। < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[।         
             V1 #[  (Woody plant, ligneous plant) । *P3Q7P  V1 #[। 
           0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                   ),। 




Wordnet-- (that which has mass and occupies space; "an atom is the smallest 
indivisible unit of matter") 
 
<% A, 7$ 0$   / ,1( T3 $। “'$ 6C )*8 A 3- $%” 
               
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





p6'  F (superior planet)  
Wordnet--(any of the planets whose orbit lies outside the earth's orbit) 
 
)'$ 6'$ :$ 2,   6' *" &7 & F। 
     ' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  
U=
U= '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', m3, 
)i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 F BW$ 
U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                 
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।                         
   (Abstraction) 
Wordnet--- (a general concept formed by extracting common features from 
specific        
                                examples) 
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" #$% &' () 
$% * +$ 
)" 
$% $%। 
      -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                 
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  
,W)।          
 : Sense 6 
  -
 (Abstract entity) 
wordnet -- (an entity that exists only abstractly) 
 
  ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  ,W)।     
 
@8 #- #[ (gramineous plant) 
wordnet-- (cosmopolitan herbaceous or woody plants with hollow jointed stems 
and long narrow leaves) 
 
<1 
$^ # - V, V3, F`7P, B 
a b7P a । 
   a (Herb, herbaceous plant)। H$21 V3 b #[;  $ &* ($ 93, 
d, 
H
$ eL  

 8f 1। 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  






wordnet -- (any cognitive content held as true) 
 
           
8 
 <1 1   >। 
              03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
     
 : Sense 1 
, (Seed) 
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Wordnet-- (a small hard fruit) 
       6C *P 93। 
        93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





,, (Spermatophyte  spermatophyte, phanerogam, seed plant) 
     Wordnet-- plant that reproduces by means of seeds not spores) 
 
       ,, #[, &i$ &' ,. ।                      
                 0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                    ),। 
         #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
           ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
              ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
     1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 
 
a (Herb, herbaceous plant) 
Wordnet -- (a plant lacking a permanent woody stem; many are flowering garden 
plants or potherbs; some having medicinal properties; some are pests) 
 
   H$21 V3 b #[;  $ &* ($ 93, 
d, H
$ eL 
 8f 1। 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
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1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  





  (Mercury) 
Wordnet--(the smallest planet and the nearest to the sun) 
 
        
$8$ 
H1 $  / 
H1 &= F। 
' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  
U=
U=  
     '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 

3 F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
     *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                      
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 
)6 ))) (Tree) 
wordnet-- (a tall perennial woody plant having a main trunk and branches forming 
a distinct elevated crown; includes both gymnosperms and angiosperms) 
 
 < b, *T-<*T7P, kO,  ~,- V1 #[। 
     V1 #[ (woody plant)। *P3Q7P  V1 #[ । 
       0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
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)i)))  (Jupiter) 
Wordnet-- (the largest planet and the 5th from the sun; has many satellites and is 
one of the brightest objects in the night sky)    

H1 W  / 
$8$  &' j F।  $ k3 #F ।  $ 0$  = *$ 
#l3 A 
 )" 1। 
  
&
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) (8
1 ()i$ ) H$= F$ &7 & 
 =। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 

3 F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
     *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                      
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 
06%7(8 S-&T3
 , (edible nut) 
Wordnet -- (a hard-shelled seed consisting of an edible kernel or meat enclosed in 




3 /* +$ ) S-&T3
 ,।  $ $/* ' V1  HW$  
&T
   
    S-&T3
-, (nut)। 
$% W *P &T3
7P ,। 
      , (Seed) । 6C *P 93। 
     93 (Fruit)। ,7P #[$ 
\  / <,-#7( /*। 
<, m-
/2 (reproductive structure) । <,$ 
m ,W   #[ m।   
  #[m (Plant organ)। #[  $ $8$  / m-
/2(   m। 
     #[/* (plant part)। #[ R $ &7 & /*। 
       <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1।            
          
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
             1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




0N3$ #[  (Vascular plant, tracheophyte) 
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Wordnet-- (green plant having a vascular system: ferns, gymnosperms, 
angiosperms) 
 
       0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, ~,, ),। 
#[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
    ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $   

। 
         ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  




m3 (Mars, Red Planet (33 F)) 
Wordnet-- (a small reddish planet that is the 4th from the sun and is periodically 
visible to the naked eye; minerals rich in iron cover its surface and are responsible 
for its characteristic color; "Mars has two satellites") 
 
 = 6C 33H F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 H'   / )' &' n n T3 &HT &T 
71।  $ #$3 &3h-
)I T, ' +$ ) '$ $%  $   $o 368 $ 71। 
“m3$ = #F ”। 
 
  ' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  
U=
U= '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 

3 F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
     *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                      
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 
J L1 (Psychological feature)  






                       -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
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 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
*1 A (Celestial body, heavenly body) 
Wordnet -- (natural objects visible in the sky) 
 
* )*8 <) 368A
। 
        <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                 
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
 
@ (universe, universe, existence, creation, world, cosmos, macrocosm)  
Wordnet-- (everything that exists anywhere; "they study the evolution of the 
universe"; "the biggest tree in existence") 
 

, 7$ &7 2  ।    
                     
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                         1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                       
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
&B (cloud) 
Wordnet-- (any collection of particles (e.g., smoke or dust) or gases that is visible) 
            
     )*8 (8
  6C%$ (1  3) 
"। 
       <;  (physical phenomenon)। ' >$ A  / *P$ 
' 
M)P <) <;। 
<) <; (Natural phenomenon)। ) 1   
3 <;। 
<; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 
<; 3-  
                                 :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
      <t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  $ 
t*1 t- 
                                   $$ +$ H}  = 2।             
 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
   
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
 
1-368A (object, physical object) 
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Wordnet -- (a tangible and visible entity; an entity that can cast a shadow; "it was 
full of rackets, balls and other objects") 
 
1 < $,   * R i*7(8 
।             
  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
    
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  
,W)। 

 : Sense 1     
&$ 
 (Roman deity) 
Wordnet -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Romans) 
 
         <H &$$ 
$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 





Wordnet-- (a giant planet that is surrounded by three planar concentric rings of 
ice particles; the 6th planet from the sun) 
 
L$% 1 (S = 
$ 
E 31 +$   = 
) F। 
$8$  
&'  $ 2 LV।  $ _ #F । 
  
&
h$,($ :$$ $- )'$ &H1 W, ) (8
1 ()i$ ) H$= F$ &7 & 
 =। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 

3 F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
     *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
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                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                      
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 
?. 
(g $%)।  38%$ &। 
$8$ e$
 1$ (0 ,.।  
     g 
 (Hindu deity)। g$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
t (Venus) 
Wordnet -- (the second nearest planet to the sun; visible from Earth as an early 
`morning star' or an `evening star'; "before it was known that they were the same 




$8$ +1 = F। )' &'  : F &T 71। &0$$ tF ‘$’  / 
8$ 
tF ‘
8$’ 3 1। “ $ ( 
8$ 3 - &0
  / 
3$ $ 3 - 
3
9$”)    
 
     ' F (terrestrial planet)। &
h$,($ &0$$ $ H$= F, 7$ #$3 )'$  
U=
U= '$। 
F, < F (Planet, major planet)। (&,8$^>) 
$8 $  / 
$8$ <93 
3 +$ #l3) &
h$,($ 1= ) *1 368A$ &7 &  =; , t, )', 
m3, )i, *, :#$
, &H  / v=। #3
 6w &' &T 71 &7,  : 
3 
F BW$ U=$ $T  
$8 <6% $। 
                  *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                 
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
 

K3  (collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage)  
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wordnet-- (several things grouped together or considered as a whole) 
 
       0- L1$ 3(0    
M% (
F) 
 H।  
    
K3  (collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage)। 0- L1$ 
3(0     




         3 (group)।   







             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
 

  (Entity)  
wordnet -- (that which is perceived or known or inferred to have its own distinct 
existence (living or nonliving)) 
 
       YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (,  ,W)।     
            
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
          -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
           
 (thing)। 
"00 H} 1 :   
 
         
 : Sense 9 
thing -- (an entity that is not named specifically; "I couldn't tell what the thing was") 
 entity -- (that which is perceived or known or inferred to have its own distinct existence 




wordnet -- (an assemblage of parts that is regarded as a single entity; "how big is 
that part compared to the whole?"; "the team is a unit") 
 
#$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     

$8  (Sun) 
4. 
Wordnet -- (a typical star that is the source of light and heat for the planets in the 
solar system; "the sun contains 99.85% of the mass in the solar system") 
 
        = * 6, 7 &
h$,($ F-#F$ 3 R $ #
। “&
h$,($ xx.j% 0$ 
$8 
$% $।” 
  6 (Star)। #O (8
1 #$%$ 
)" *1 A, 08Z$% $% t1$ 8 *P 
$% $। 
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                 *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
        <) 1-368A (Natural object)। <) 1 
)" 368A; L8  1। 
                    
F (whole)।  #$% +$ 
/7, 21 7   
 
 $H। 
                        1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
?. 
 (g $%)। 
$8  &। 
$8, 
, 8, Y R -  : UH=  : <*/
।   
     g 
 (Hindu deity)। g$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                         
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 
 ,W)।     
 

8=  (Saturn) 
Wordnet-- ((Roman mythology) god of agriculture and vegetation; counterpart of 
Greek Cronus; "Saturday is Saturn's Day") 
 
(&$ $%) )L  / #[$ &। F $% : &t
  $H। “*$ 3- 
8=- $ ”। 
      &$ 
 (Roman deity)। <H &$$ 
$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
                          
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)।     
 
g 
 (Hindu deity) 
Wordnet -- (a deity worshipped by the Hindus) 
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         g$ +$ , 
। 
          *P (deity)। L$ <8*-368 1Q%$ &7 & E1 R <) 
। 
            8s 
 (spiritual being)।  B=3$ #$ <0 $$ *$$ 
J। 
            @
 (belief)। 
8 
 <1 1   >। 
                03G (Content)। , >, N$  / *6<O$ 
  9393। 
                   > (Cognition, Knowledge)। :E1F8 #3G, *6  / H$I$ J 9393। 




             (Abstraction)। 
" #$% &' () 




             -
 (Abstract entity)।   ( )     
। 
     
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 (, 




<t1,  <t1 (process, physical process) 
Wordnet -- (a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual changes through a 
series of states; "events now in process"; "the process of calcification begins later 
for boys than for girls") 
  
- <;  $ t*1 t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
 
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
   
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
 
<; (Phenomenon)  
Wordnet--(any state or process known through the senses rather than by intuition 
or reasoning) 
 
0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 <; 3- :E1F8 Y0, 
[  u$8, L1  A।  
<t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  
$ t*1  
             t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
       
 (entity)। YQ $H1 ।                 
 
<) <;)))  (Natural phenomenon)  
  Wordnet -- (all phenomena that are not artificial) 
 
) 1   
3 <;।  
       <; (phenomenon)। 0  H$I 0 & > L1$ <t1 *। 3 
<; 3-  
                                 :E1F8 Y0, [  u$8, L1  A। 
<t1,  <t1 (Process, physical process)। - <;  
$ t*1  
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             t-$$ +$ H}  = 2। 
  
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
            
 (entity)। YQ $H1 ।               
@
 (Belief) 




 <1 &7$ & , > 
                   03G (Content)। , >  / 0>$ H$ <O 
$^ $%। 
                       > (Knowledge) $% R 0>$ 3 #[ #3G। 
                         J L1 (psychological feature)। ,$ ,($ 
' 
M। 
     (Abstraction)। 
$% $%$ ,. &1    * 
                  -
 (Abstract  entity)। YQ $H1 ,  &(  :। 
                     
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
 
,, (Spermatophyte  spermatophyte, phanerogam, seed plant) 
     Wordnet-- plant that reproduces by means of seeds not spores) 
 
       ,, #[, &i$ &' ,. ।                      
                 0N3$ #[ (Vascular plant, tracheophyte)। 0N3$ I    
, #[ : 9, 
~,,  
                                    ),। 
         #[ (Plant, flora, plant life)। H3H3 6 ,
। 
           ,
 (Organism)। s-#-1$ 
'8   Y0 $8t 
M- $ $ 
  
। 
              ,Z A (living thing, animate thing)। ,Z    
1 , 3। 
     1-368A (object, physical object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 
< $।             
                   
 (Physical entity)।      
। 
                  
 (entity)। YQ     :E1F8  >  
IZ)   
 
(,  ,W)। 
      
 
  (Mercury) 
&
h$,($  = F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 <'  / &
h$,($ 
H1 &= F।   
     ' F (terrestrial planet)। )'$  '$ 37P 
$8$ = H$= F। 
         F (Planet)। 6 &E $   R #F 8 *1 368A।  
                            *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 368A (Natural object)। <) 1 




M% /*, 7 ) & 
$ /*  )' 
$H । 
               368A (object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < $।  
                      
 (Physical entity)।   । 
                    
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
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)i)))  (Jupiter) 
&
h$,($ ) F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 ;।  $ _ #F । 
  
     (8
1 ) F (Jovian planet)। &




           F (Planet)। 6 &E $   R #F 8 *1 368A।  
                            *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 368A (Natural object)। <) 1 




M% /*, 7 ) & 
$ /*  )' 
$H । 
               368A (object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < $।  
                      
 (Physical entity)।   । 
                    
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
m3 (Mars) 
&
h$,($  = F। 
$8$  &'  $ 2 H'   / )' &' n n T3 &HT &T 71।  $ 
#$3 &3h-$  &3h-
)I A +$ )।  $ = #F ।     
     ' F (terrestrial planet)। )'$  '$ 37P 
$8$ = H$= F। 
           F (Planet)। 6 &E $   R #F 8 *1 368A।  
                            *1 A (Celestial body)। * )*8 <) 368A
। 
         <) 368A (Natural object)। <) 1 




M% /*, 7 ) & 
$ /*  )' 
$H । 
               368A (object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < $।  
                      
 (Physical entity)।   । 
                    








'  (Synonym): %t- T3, T3@, H$H$, T3@, T30, @, @(3, @Ht, 
@H$H$, @,(, @T3,  @b, b, @b3,  ,(, @, 
 
Hypernym : &% 
          % (whole)।  
 21 
M% /*, 7   
 
 $H। 
                         368A (object)। 7 i* $ 71  / &T 71  /  1 < $।  
                   
 (Physical entity)।   । 
                      
 (entity)। YQ $H1 । 
Word Selection 
 
The words are selected based on frequency from our Prothom Alo corpus, as well as linguists’ 
own addition based on personal observations. We will start with only verbs, but then expand 
the list to include nouns, adjectives and adverbs (or verb-adjectives in Bangla). 
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Conclusion 
The BWN project has just begun, with roughly 250 of the base concepts translated. That has in 
turn created other entries, making the total number of entries almost 1000. The primary 
challenge is of translating and mapping the senses of the base concepts. We have a team of 
linguists who are currently working on this issue. The other challenge of finding the correct 
words for the synsets is easily solved by choosing the entries by frequency from a corpus. 
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